Function and structure of microvirid phage alpha 3 genome. DNA sequence of H gene and properties of missense H mutant.
The nucleotide sequence of wild-type alpha 3 H gene and its surrounding region was determined and compared with those of phi X174 and G4. The corresponding DNA regions in double mutants amJH22, amJH69 and amJH76 were also sequenced and their missense mutation sites located. A phage strain missH22 having a single missense mutation in gene H was constructed by replacing the J region of amJH22 in vitro with the wild-type DNA. Like amJH22, the missense mutant coded for H protein with aberrant electrophoretic mobility, but formed normal plaques on suppressor-deficient Escherichia coli. Heat stability, plating efficiency on certain hosts and rate of eclipse were higher in strain missH22 than in wild-type phage.